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Abstract
The design of voting rules is traditionally guided
by desirable axioms. Recent work shows that,
surprisingly, the axiomatic approach can also sup-
port the generation of explanations for voting out-
comes. However, no bounds on the size of these
explanations is given; for all we know, they may
be unbearably tedious. We prove, however, that
outcomes of the important Borda rule can be ex-
plained using O(m2) steps, where m is the num-
ber of alternatives. Our main technical result is
a general lower bound that, in particular, implies
that the foregoing bound is asymptotically tight.
We discuss the significance of our results for AI
and machine learning, including their potential
to bolster an emerging paradigm of automated
decision making called virtual democracy.

1. Introduction
As the reader is no doubt aware, voting has a storied history,
both as a cornerstone of democracy and as an object of
theoretical study. Taking the latter viewpoint, a voting rule is
a function that maps individual preferences into a collective
decision. In the prevalent model, voters’ preferences are
represented as rankings over a set of alternatives, so the
input to a voting rule is a vector of rankings (one per voter),
known as a preference profile. Since ties are possible, the
output can technically be a subset of alternatives.

Starting with Arrow (1951) — even, in a sense, with Con-
dorcet (1785) — researchers in social choice theory have
evaluated voting rules through the axiomatic lens. This
means defining formal properties that voting rules should
satisfy, and determining whether they do. For example, una-
nimity — the sine qua non of social choice — requires that
the voting rule selects alternative a when given a profile
where all voters rank a first. A stiffer condition is the re-
inforcement axiom, which requires that if the voting rule,
given two profiles R1 and R2, chooses two overlapping sets
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of tied alternatives A1 and A2 (possibly singletons), respec-
tively, then given the profile that consists of all votes in both
R1 and R2, it should select the intersection A1 ∩A2.

The axiomatic approach is helpful in guiding the design of
voting rules, and understanding their advantages and dis-
advantages — it is useful for the designer. However, it is
equally important that voters, or users of a voting-based
system, understand why a certain outcome was selected by
a voting rule — and it has been argued that social choice
axioms cannot be directly relied upon for this purpose (Pro-
caccia, 2019). Going back to our examples, unanimity pro-
vides an obvious explanation of outcomes in profiles where
all voters are in perfect agreement — but such profiles are
extremely rare. Reinforcement ties several profiles together,
but — in and of itself — it cannot explain the outcome in
any particular profile.

Nevertheless, Cailloux & Endriss (2016) suggest that it is
possible that a chain of axioms would do the trick. In a
nutshell, given a preference profile, intraprofile axioms that
pertain to a single profile (like unanimity) can be applied
to convince a human of the outcome on certain profiles;
and interprofile axioms that connect several profiles (like
reinforcement) can be used to relate the outcome on these
profiles to the outcome on other profiles, in a way that
ultimately yields the desired outcome on the profile at hand.

For example, under the Borda rule — which dates back to
the 18th Century — each voter gives m − k points to the
alternative she ranks in the kth place, wherem is the number
of alternatives; winning alternatives maximize the overall
score. Now consider a trivial preference profile that only
includes one voter with the ranking (a, b, c). Since a has
unanimous support, the unanimity axiom designates it as
the winner. Another profile has two voters associated with
the rankings (a, b, c) and (c, b, a) (notice that the latter rank-
ing is the reverse of the former); by an intraprofile axiom
called cancellation, all alternatives must be tied under this
profile. Finally, on the profile that contains all three vot-
ers, Borda would select alternative a. And, indeed, due to
reinforcement, the winner on the combined profile must
be the intersection of the two sets of winners, namely a.
Therefore, we can explain the outcome of Borda on the
combined profile by chaining three axioms together. Notice
that this reasoning is essentially given in natural language,
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and it is clearly possible to automatically transform it into
an explanation that a layperson can understand.

Cailloux & Endriss (2016) prove that for any profile, the
outcome under Borda can be explained through a chain of
axioms involving six different axioms. This is an inspir-
ing result — but it is unclear whether it is practical, as the
length of the explanation is unknown. An explanation with
a thousand steps is not something a user will sit through.

Our research challenge, therefore, is to generate the shortest
possible explanations of voting outcomes — and analyze the
required length — while extending the approach of Cailloux
& Endriss (2016) beyond the Borda rule.

1.1. Significance for AI and Machine Learning

That explainability is crucial to modern machine learning
is almost a cliché at this point, but it is worth noting that
researchers in the area are increasingly turning to economic
theory for answers (Štrumbelj & Kononenko, 2010; Lund-
berg & Lee, 2017; Chen et al., 2019). Social choice theory
can provide additional, valuable tools for explainability.

Our work is specifically motivated by the virtual democ-
racy paradigm — an approach to automated decision making
through machine learning and social choice. In a nutshell,
the idea is to collect preference data from a group of voters,
and use it to learn models of their preferences over a (possi-
bly infinite) set of alternatives. At runtime, when a specific
set of alternatives is presented, the system makes a decision
by applying a voting rule to the predicted preferences of the
voters over the current alternatives. This approach has led
to proof-of-concept systems that automate moral decisions
faced by autonomous vehicles (Noothigattu et al., 2018) and
kidney exchanges (Freedman et al., 2018). Most notably,
virtual democracy is the foundation of a pilot recommen-
dation system used to allocate food donations to recipient
organizations (Lee et al., 2019). The voting rule chosen to
power this system is Borda, in part because it was shown
to be robust to the type of preference prediction errors that
arise in virtual democracy applications (Kahng et al., 2019).

Whether virtual democracy systems directly make decisions
or merely support decisions by making recommendations,
they must be trusted by stakeholders in order to be adopted.
Lee et al. (2019) provide evidence that the participatory
nature of voting-based systems inherently encourages trust.
Still, the capability to provide meaningful explanations of
decisions or recommendations obtained via voting — which
is what we seek to develop — would amplify that trust. Tak-
ing a broader perspective, explainable voting is applicable to
the myriad environments where voting is employed, from en-
semble learning through online services like RoboVote.org

all the way to — dare we say it? — political elections.

1.2. Our Results

In Section 3 we focus on the Borda rule, which — as we
mentioned above — has special significance. Building on
the work of Cailloux & Endriss (2016), we introduce seven
natural axioms that characterize Borda. We then prove (The-
orem 1) that, in this framework, Borda outcomes can always
be explained in O(m2) steps, where m is the number of
alternatives. This result gives an algorithm for automatically
generating explanations that is practical in settings where
the number of alternatives is small.

In Section 4 we lay the groundwork for, and prove, our
main result — a general lower bound on the length of ex-
planations. The key idea behind our approach is to embed
voting rules into linear spaces, which allows us to apply
linear algebra machinery. For example, Borda outcomes
can be determined purely from the fraction of voters who
prefer one alternative to another for every pair of alterna-
tives, and therefore Borda can be embedded into Q(m2 ). The
lower bound, Theorem 2, depends on the dimension of the
linear space, as well as on another measure that we call
the sensitivity of the embedding. A notable aspect of this
result is that it holds not just in the worst case, but for al-
most every profile. As corollaries we get asymptotically
tight lower bounds for Borda as well as two other prominent
rules, plurality and approval. Our lower bounds guide the
way towards voting rules whose outcomes can be easily
explained even when there are many alternatives — a point
that we discuss in Section 5.

2. Preliminaries
In this section we provide some social choice terminology,
and describe the framework of Cailloux & Endriss (2016)
for the explanation of voting outcomes.

2.1. Basic Terminology

LetA be a finite set of alternatives and denotem = |A|. Let
P∅(A) be the set of non-empty subsets of A. Preferences
of voters are given by (strict) rankings over A; let A! be
the set of strict rankings. A preference profile (or simply
profile) is a function R : A!→ N that specifies how many
voters report each possible ranking.1 LetR be the set of all
non-empty profiles, that is, all profiles except the one that
maps allm! rankings to zero. A voting rule f : R → P∅(A)
maps each profile R ∈ R to a non-empty subset of A, the
set of tied winners for R.

For two profiles R1 and R2, we define R1

⊕
R2 as the

sum of the two profiles (that is, the multiplicity of each

1This definition makes our setting anonymous, so that nothing
depends on the identity of specific voters. Most of our results apply
without this restriction, but we adopt it for ease of exposition.
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ranking is the sum of its multiplicities in the two profiles).
For k ∈ Z+, we define kR as the sum of k copies of R.

We will pay special attention to the Borda rule. As men-
tioned in Section 1, under Borda each voter awards m− k
points to the alternative ranked in the kth position; the win-
ner set consists of all alternatives with maximum score. For
example, if the votes are a � b � c � d, d � b � c � a,
and (again) d � b � c � a, then the winner set would be
{b, d}, as both alternatives have 6 points.

2.2. Explainability Framework

We will produce explanations as proofs in a language of
propositional logic over propositional variables (or atomic
formulae) {[R 7→ A] : R ∈ R, A ∈ P∅(A)}. The language
L is the set of all formulae that can be formed using these
variables and logical connectives ¬,∧,∨,→.

A voting rule f induces a truth assignment vf to the proposi-
tional variables which assigns value true to atom [R 7→ A]
if f(R) = A and value false otherwise. By standard se-
mantics of propositional connectives, this truth assignment
extends to all formulae of L. A truth assignment v satisfies
a set of formulae if v assigns true to all formulae in the set.

We can translate familiar axioms for voting rules in social
choice theory into the language L. An L-axiom is a set of
formulae, each of which we call an axiom instance. For ex-
ample, the unanimity axiom can be written as {[R 7→ {a}] :
a ∈ A,R ∈ R and every voter in R ranks a top}.

A basic axiom is FUNC which requires that f as-
signs exactly one set A to each profile R. Thus,
FUNC consists of the formulae

∨
A∈P∅(A) [R 7→ A] and∧

A1 6=A2
¬ [R 7→ A1]∨¬ [R 7→ A2] for each R ∈ R. This

axiom is a background assumption, and we will not explic-
itly include it in axiomatizations.

A voting rule f satisfies an L-axiom X if vf satisfies
X (recall that an L-axiom is a set of formulae). An L-
axiomatization is a set S of L-axioms. With a slight abuse
of terminology, a voting rule f satisfies an L-axiomatization
S if f satisfies every axiom in S. Finally, S character-
izes a voting rule f if and only if f is the only voting rule
satisfying every axiom in S.

Let SBorda be an L-axiomatization. An explanation of an
outcome A for profile R in terms of S is a formal proof of
the formula [R 7→ A] in a suitable proof system for proposi-
tional logic, using axioms in S as assumptions. Any sound
and complete proof system will work, but for concreteness
let us define a proof of formula ϕ assuming S to be a se-
quence ϕ1, . . . , ϕr = ϕ of propositional formulae such that
for each i = 1, . . . r, we have that either (i) ϕi is an instance
of an axiom in S, or (ii) ϕi is an instance of an axiom in
FUNC, or (iii) ϕi is a tautology (a formula that is satisfied

by every variable assignment), or (iv) there exist j, k < i
such that ϕk = ϕj → ϕi (modus ponens). The length of the
proof is the number r of formulae in the sequence. For ease
of exposition, when writing down proofs in this system, we
will often skip steps that use only propositional reasoning.

3. An Upper Bound for Borda
In this section we present our upper bound on the length of
explanations required by the Borda rule using a particular,
natural axiomatization. Specifically, we show that an expla-
nation of length O(m2) suffices; as we will see in Section 4,
our main result implies that this is optimal.

We start by defining families of profiles that are useful in
producing short proofs. The first family consists of ele-
mentary profiles RA

elem, for each non-empty A ⊆ A, which
have two voters. Let A = {x1, . . . , xk} and A \ A =
{y1, . . . , ym−k}. The first voter has preferences x1 � x2 �
· · · � xk � y1 � · · · � ym−k. The second voter has pref-
erences xk � · · · � x1 � ym−k � · · · � y1. For example,
the elementary profile R

{a,b}
elem , when A = {a, b, c, d}, has

two votes: a � b � c � d and b � a � d � c. Intu-
itively, in the profile RA

elem, the alternatives in A are similar
to each other (since the preferences over A ‘cancel’), and
stronger than the other alternatives, so a sensible voting
rule should select the alternatives in A. The second family
consists of cyclic profiles RT

cyc, where T is an m-cycle over
alternatives, which is composed of all rankings generated
by T . For example, the cyclic profile R〈a,b,c,a〉cyc contains the
rankings (a, b, c), (b, c, a) and (c, a, b). Intuitively, by sym-
metry, a sensible voting rule should declare a tie between
all alternatives in a cyclic profile.

We also require the notion of the delta vector δR of a profile
R, which is a vector with

(
m
2

)
coordinates, where δRab is the

number of voters who prefer alternative a to alternative b
minus the number of voters who prefer b to a. The delta
vector consists of the majority margins of the profile R. For
example, if δRab > 0, then a majority of voters prefers a to b.

An important observation is that the delta vector is a suf-
ficient statistic for computing the outcome under Borda.
Indeed, for an alternative a ∈ A, one can check that the
Borda score of a is equal to 1

2

∑
b∈A δ

R
ab + n(m − 1)/2,

where n is the total number of voters in R. In any fixed R,
the second term is constant, and so we can determine Borda
scores and winners by inspecting only the delta vector.

We are now ready to define the axioms we need for our upper
bound. We use the axiomatization proposed by Cailloux
& Endriss (2016). The first three axioms give single-step
proofs for “base profiles.” These are the intraprofile axioms.

1. ELEM: For an elementary profile RA
elem, the only rea-

sonable set of winners is A. Formally,
[
RA

elem 7→ A
]
.
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2. CYCL: For a cyclic profile RT
cyc, the reasonable set of

winners is all of A. Formally,
[
RT

cyc 7→ A
]
.

3. CANC: If for all pairs of alternatives a, b, a is preferred
to b exactly the same number of times b is preferred to
a then the set of winners is A. Formally, ∀R such that
∀a, b ∈ A, δRab = 0, [R 7→ A].

The remaining axioms are interprofile axioms, linking out-
comes between different profiles. The first axiom captures
reinforcement. The others capture consequences of rein-
forcement; making them separate axioms gives us conve-
nient shortcuts in the generated explanations.

4. REINF: For any two profiles R1 and R2, and any
two subsets of alternatives A1 and A2 with A1 ∩
A2 6= ∅, it holds that ([R1 7→ A1] ∧ [R2 7→ A2]) →
[R1

⊕
R2 7→ A1 ∩A2].

5. REINF-SUB: Subtracting a profile with a full winner
set does not change the outcome. Formally, for all
R,R′, ([R

⊕
R′ 7→ A] ∧ [R′ 7→ A])→ [R 7→ A].

6. SIMP: A profile that is a repetition of some sub-profile
should have the same set of winners as the sub-profile.
Formally, ∀k ∈ Z+, [kR 7→ A]→ [R 7→ A].

7. MULT: If a profile R has winner set A, then the pro-
file that repeats R k times has the same winner set.
Formally, ∀k ∈ Z+, [R 7→ A]→ [kR 7→ A].

The last axiom is not used by Cailloux & Endriss (2016); we
add it for convenience. Let us refer to the L-axiomatization
consisting of Axioms 1–7 listed above as SBorda. Cailloux &
Endriss (2016) show that SBorda characterizes the Borda rule
(based on a result of Young (1974)) and that for any profile
R, the outcome of Borda can be explained using SBorda
(and no other outcome can be so explained). Technically,
this means that given a profile R, it is possible to give a
proof that the atomic formula ϕ = [R 7→ f(R)] is such that
vf (ϕ) = true for all voting rules f satisfying SBorda (and
Borda is the only such rule). Our first theorem strengthens
this existence result by bounding the length of the required
explanation. We only give a rough proof sketch here to
outline the strategy, and leave the details to Appendix A.1.

Theorem 1. For any profile R with m alternatives, the
outcome of the Borda rule can be explained in O(m2) steps
assuming the L-axiomatization SBorda.

Proof sketch. The linear space Q(m
2 ) of delta vectors is

spanned by the delta vectors induced by elementary and
cyclic profiles. Given a profile R, we can find another pro-
file R′ which is a linear combination of at most O(m2) dif-
ferent elementary and cyclic profiles, satisfying kδR = δR

′

for some k ∈ Z+. By the latter equality, R and R′ have the
same set of Borda winners. Using ELEM, CYCL, and inter-
profile axioms, we can show that f must elect the Borda win-
ners at R′. Using CANC and interprofile axioms, we can
show that since kδR = δR

′
, we must have f(R) = f(R′),

which together gives an explanation of the Borda outcome
at R. The length of the explanation is determined by the
length of the decomposition of R′, which is in O(m2).

4. A General Lower Bound
In this section we prove our main result: a general lower
bound on the required explanation length, which applies to a
broad class of axiomatizations. We begin by defining some
important concepts, and then proceed to the main proof.

4.1. Mathematical Framework

The Borda rule depends only on the delta vector, and the
explanations constructed in Theorem 1 exploit the linear
algebra of delta vectors. Our result applies more generally
to voting rules that can be embedded into a linear space, and
axiomatizations based on the embedding. (All definitions in
this section are novel, to the best of our knowledge.)
Definition 1. A voting rule f : R → P∅(A) can be em-
bedded into a linear space V over Q via h : R → V and
g : V → P∅(A) if the following properties are satisfied:

1. h(R
⊕

R′) = h(R) + h(R′), ∀R,R′ ∈ R.2

2. f(R) = g(h(R)),∀R ∈ R.

3. {h(R) : R ∈ R} spans V .

We say g admits operation ◦ : P∅(A)× P∅(A)→ P(A) if
g(v + v′) = g(v) ◦ g(v′) ∀v, v′ ∈ V s.t. g(v) ◦ g(v′) 6= ∅.

For example, any (anonymous) voting rule f can be trivially
embedded into a linear space of dimension m!: the vector
h(R) shows how often each preference ranking appears in
R, and g maps each possible such vector to a set of winners.
The Borda rule can be embedded into Q(m

2 ) by h(R) = δR

and g(δ) = arg maxa∈A
∑
b∈A δab. One could also embed

the Borda rule into Qm, with h returning the vector of Borda
scores, and g selecting the alternatives with highest score.

In all these examples, if the rule f satisfies reinforcement,
then the embedding admits the operation ∩. Intuitively, the
operation ◦ describes how to combine two voting outcomes.
When A1 ◦A2 = ∅, we cannot combine A1 and A2.

We now describe an L-axiomatization for an embedded
voting rule. This axiomatization has several abstract compo-
nents, which we will discuss further after the definition.

2All results in this section still hold when we replace the opera-
tion

⊕
with any binary operationR×R → R.
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Definition 2. Let f be a voting rule that can be embedded
into a linear space V by h and g, and assume that g admits
operation ◦, which is commutative. Let S ⊆ R be a set of
base profiles, such that S can be written as a finite union
of sets of profiles, S =

⋃N
k=1 Si, for some N , where each

Si ⊆ R is a possibly infinite set of profiles, and h(Si) lies
in a one-dimensional subspace of V . Let T be a (possibly
infinite) set of linear functions from V to Q; we refer to these
functions as linear predicates. Then the L-axiomatization
S(f, h, g, ◦, V, S, T ) consists of the following four axioms:

1. ADD: ∀R1,R2 ∈ R, A1 ◦A2 6= ∅,
[R1 7→ A1]∧[R2 7→ A2]→ [R1

⊕
R2 7→ A1 ◦A2] .

2. EMB: ∀R1,R2 ∈ R such that h(R1) = h(R2),
[R1 7→ A1]→ [R2 7→ A2].

3. INIT: ∀R ∈ S, [R 7→ f(R)].

4. PRED: ∀R ∈ R, ti ∈ T ,
ti(h(R)) = 0 →

∨
A∈g(K(ti)) [R 7→ A], where K(ti)

is the kernel of ti.

If ◦ = ∩ then ADD is simply reinforcement. The INIT
axioms are intraprofile axioms that prescribe the outcome
on the set S of base profiles; this is similar to the intraprofile
axioms we saw for Borda, where S would consist of elemen-
tary, cyclic, and cancellation profiles. EMB encodes the fact
that if a voting rule f is embedded into V by an embedding
h, g, then f must have the same outcome on R1 and R2

if h(R1) = h(R2). For example, when embedding Borda
using delta vectors, this axiom would say that two profiles
with the same delta vector must yield the same outcome.

Finally, the PRED axiom is an intraprofile axiom which
does not have an analogue among the axioms discussed
in Section 3. We include it to give our framework more
expressive power, especially for encoding neutrality-type
axioms (which require that similar alternatives need to be
treated identically). PRED encodes the fact that if a pro-
file satisfies some condition (given by ti) then its outcome
should reflect it. For example, if f is the Borda rule em-
bedded into V = Qm by its scoring function, we can let
T = {tij : tij(v) = vi − vj}, where vi is the score of alter-
native i. Then K(tij) is the set of vectors v with vi = vj ,
and thus g(K(tij)) is the set of voting outcomes A which
satisfy i ∈ A if and only if j ∈ A. In other words, PRED
would require that any two alternatives with the same Borda
score are either both winners or both losers.

Our lower bound is stated in terms of the dimension of the
space V and a complexity measure of the set T of linear
predicates. The definition of that measure is admittedly
unwieldy, but directly related to the length of explanations.

Definition 3. An outcome A is uniquely determined by a
subset of linear predicates T ′ ⊆ T if there is a set of rational

numbers C ⊆ Q such that A =
⋂
ti∈T ′ g(t−1i (ci)), where

t−1i (ci) = {v : ti(v) = ci} and ci ∈ C. The sensitivity of g
with respect to T , sen(g, T ), is the minimum size of T ′ ⊆ T
such that there is an outcome A (of f ) that is uniquely
determined by T ′. If there is no such T ′, sen(g, T ) = +∞.

For the embedding of Borda into Qm with T = {tij :
tij(v) = vi − vj}, we can take the winner set A = A. The
function g outputs A only for vectors v with vk = v` for all
k, `. Now, t−1ij (0) is the set of vectors v with vi = vj . Thus,
the smallest set T ′ such that

⋂
ti∈T ′ g(t−1i (0)) = A is T ′ =

{t12, t13, . . . , t1m}. It follows that sen(g, T ) = m− 1.

In the next section, we will first obtain lower bounds for
axiomatizations in the form of Definition 2. In fact, we are
more interested in axiomatizations like the one for Borda
in Section 3. The following definition describes a class of
axiomatizations generalizing those of Definition 2, to which
our lower bound immediately applies.

Definition 4. An axiomatization S of a voting rule f is
asymptotically weaker than Semb = S(f, h, g, ◦, V, S, T ) if
there is c ≥ 1 such that for every axiom instance ϕ in S,
there exists a proof of ϕ assuming Semb that uses at most
c axiom instances of form INIT or PRED, as well as an
unlimited number of ADD and EMB axiom instances.

For example, for any k ∈ Z+, S could include the axiom

[R 7→ A]→
[
kR 7→ A ◦A ◦ . . . ◦A︸ ︷︷ ︸

k times

]
since it can be deduced by repeatedly using ADD.

4.2. Theorem Statement and Proof

In this section we give a lower bound on the length of ex-
planation required for random profiles. Specifically, assume
that the preferences of voters are independent, and each
voter picks their ranking over all m! possibilities uniformly
at random. This common assumption is known as the im-
partial culture assumption in social choice theory (Tsetlin
et al., 2003). Let Rn denote the random profile generated
this way for the case of n voters. When we say that Rn

satisfies a property “with high probability,” we mean that
the probability converges to 1 as n goes to infinity.

Theorem 2. Let f be a voting rule that can be embedded
into a linear space V of finite dimension d by h and g. Con-
sider an axiomatization S of f that is asymptotically weaker
than some axiomatization S(f, h, g, ◦, V, S, T ) based on op-
eration ◦, base profiles S, and linear predicates T , satisfy-
ing the conditions of Definition 2. Then, with high probabil-
ity, every explanation of the outcome f(Rn) at the random
profile Rn using S consists of Ω(min(d, sen(g, T ))) steps.

The impartial culture assumption is debatable as a model of
voter preferences, but in our case that objection is essentially
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irrelevant: because the theorem’s conclusion holds with high
probability, it provides a lower bound with respect to almost
every profile. Moreover, the proof can be adapted to work
for any D overR such that h(supp(D)) spans V ; we focus
on impartial culture for ease of exposition.

The high-level idea of the theorem’s proof is as follows.
We are going to show that for large enough n, if we only
use a set B, |B| = d − 1, of axioms from INIT, and a
set C, |C| = sen(g, T ) − 1, of axioms from PRED (and
as many axioms as we want from ADD and EMB) in the
explanation of [Rn 7→ f(Rn)], then with high probability,
for every such B and C there is another voting rule f ′, which
satisfies all axioms in ADD, EMB, B and C, such that f ′

disagrees with f on Rn, i.e. f ′(Rn) 6= f(Rn). This, in
turn, implies that ¬[Rn 7→ f(Rn)] satisfies ADD, EMB, B
and C, which is a contradiction to the soundness of propo-
sitional logic. Thus, any proof of [Rn 7→ f(Rn)] using
the axiomatization Semb = S(f, h, g, ◦, V, S, T ) will use at
least min(d, sen(g, T )) axiom instances of types INIT and
PRED. Now, any proof of [Rn 7→ f(Rn)] in an asymptoti-
cally weaker axiomatization can be translated into a proof in
Semb with at most a constant factor blow-up in length. Thus,
the proof using the asymptotically weaker axiomatization
must have length Ω(min(d, sen(g, T ))).

Turning to the proof itself, define the random vector ξi =
h(Ri), where Ri is the ranking (or single-voter profile)
associated with the ith voter (which is selected independently
and uniformly at random from allm! possible rankings). Fix
an arbitrary basis B ⊆ V , and let cB(v) be the coordinates
of a vector v under B. Define Xi = cB(b)ᵀcB(ξi), for
some arbitrary non-zero vector b ∈ V . X1, . . . , Xn are
i.i.d. random variables with mean µ and variance σ2.

Lemma 1. For any vector b 6= 0, the random variable
cB(b)ᵀcB(ξi) has non-zero mean or non-zero variance.

Proof. We prove that if cB(b)ᵀcB(ξi) is a random vari-
able with zero mean then it cannot be deterministically
zero (and thus has non-zero variance). Towards a con-
tradiction, Pr[cB(b)ᵀcB(ξi) = 0] = 1 implies that
cB(b)ᵀcB(h(R)) = 0 for every R ∈ R. But, by the defini-
tion of an embedding, {h(R) : R ∈ R} spans V . Therefore
cB(b) must be the all zeros vector; a contradiction.

Lemma 2. For any non-zero vector b it holds that
cB(b)ᵀcB(h(Rn)) 6= 0 with high probability.

Proof. To prove the lemma we need to show that∑n
i=1Xi 6= 0 with high probability. By Lemma 1 either

µ 6= 0 or σ 6= 0. If σ = 0, then the Xi’s are identical
non-zero constants (note that this does not imply that the
ξi = h(Ri) is a constant vector). We trivially get that
Pr[
∑n
i=1Xi = 0] = 0, for all n. If σ 6= 0 then the central

limit theorem gives us that

lim
n→∞

sup
z∈R

∣∣∣∣Pr

[√
n

(∑n
i=1Xi

n
− µ

)
≤ z
]
− Φ

( z
σ

)∣∣∣∣ = 0.

Therefore, for any given ε > 0, we have

Pr

[∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1

Xi

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε
]

= Φ

(
ε− µn√
nσ

)
− Φ

(
−ε− µn√

nσ

)
+ o(1)

=
1√
2π

∫ (ε−µn)/(
√
nσ)

(−ε−µn)/(
√
nσ)

e−x
2/2 dx+ o(1)

≤ 1√
2π

∫ (ε−µn)/(
√
nσ)

(−ε−µn)/(
√
nσ)

1 dx+ o(1)

=
2ε

σ
√

2πn
+ o(1), (1)

For any δ > 0 we can pick ε small enough, and n large
enough, so that both terms on the right hand side of Equa-
tion (1) are smaller than δ/2. It then holds that

δ > Pr [|
∑n
i=1Xi| ≤ ε] > Pr [

∑n
i=1Xi = 0] .

Lemma 3. With high probability h(Rn) does not lie in the
subspace spanned by any d− 1 elements in h(S).

Proof. We can assume that h(S) spans V , since otherwise
we can add vectors from V to make it so (and the lemma still
holds). We start by proving the lemma for finite h(S). We
are going to show that, with high probability, the coordinates
of h(Rn) under any basis B′ ⊆ h(S) of V have no zero
entries. This implies that h(Rn) is not in any subspace
spanned by d − 1 elements in h(S). To see why this is
the case, notice that if h(Rn) lied in the space spanned by
someB′ ⊆ h(S), with |B′| = d−1, we could add one more
v ∈ V toB′ and make it a basis for V . Then the coordinates
of h(Rn) with respect to v under this basis would be zero,
leading to a contradiction; thus, such a B′ cannot exist.

Recall that we have already fixed one a basis for V , the
basis B. For every basis B′ ⊆ h(S), there is a unique
non-singular matrix PB′ such that B = B′PB′ , and for any
v ∈ V , cB′(v) = PB′cB(v). Thus, it is sufficient to prove
that for every basisB′ ⊆ h(S) all entries of PB′cB(h(Rn))
are non-zero with high probability.

For any B′, by the union bound, the probabil-
ity that PB′cB(h(Rn)) has a zero entry is at most∑d
i=1 Pr[P iB′cB(h(Rn)) = 0], where P iB′ is the ith row

of PB′ . Due to its non-singularity, each row of PB′ must be
non-zero. By Lemma 2 it holds that Pr[P iB′cB(h(Rn)) =
0] converges to zero as n goes to infinity. By applying
the union bound again, we conclude that with high prob-
ability PB′cB(h(Rn)) has no zero entries for every basis
B′ ⊆ h(S). This concludes the proof for finite h(S).

When h(S) is infinite, we use that h(S) is a union of finitely
many one-dimensional subsets, h(S) =

⋃N
k=1 h(Si). Pick
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an arbitrary non-zero vector bi from each h(Si) and let
B∗ =

⋃N
k=1{bi}. Notice that B∗ spans V , since each h(Si)

is one dimensional. Therefore, we can use the finite version
of this lemma for B∗ and get that h(Rn) does not lie in the
subspace spanned by any d− 1 elements in B∗.

We claim that h(Rn) does not lie in the subspace spanned
by any d − 1 elements in h(S) either. Towards a contra-
diction, assume that h(Rn) lies in the subspace spanned
by B′ ⊆ h(S), with |B′| = d − 1. Without loss of gen-
erality we assume that the vectors in B′ are linearly in-
dependent. Then, every element of B′ must come from
a different h(Si) (since each h(Si) is one-dimensional).
Let B′ = {b′i1 , b

′
i2
, . . . , b′id−1

} and h(Rn) =
∑d−1
j=1 cjb

′
ij

where b′ij is an element of h(Sij ), and the cj are rational
numbers. Since each h(Si) is one dimensional, b′ij = qij bij
where qij is rational and bij is the vector we included in
B∗. We immediately have that h(Rn) =

∑d−1
j=1 cjqij bij ,

which implies that h(Rn) lies in a subspace spanned by
d− 1 elements in B∗— a contradiction.

We are now ready to complete the theorem’s proof.

Proof of Theorem 2. Let B ⊆ S, |B| = d − 1, be a set
of INIT axiom instance and let C, |C| = sen(g, T ) − 1,
be a set of PRED axiom instances. We show that there
exists no proof of [Rn 7→ f(Rn)] using the axiomatization
Semb = S(f, h, g, ◦, V, S, T ) that uses only INIT axiom
instances in B and only PRED axiom instance in C.

Slightly abusing notation, let h(B) = {v1, v2, . . . , vd−1},
and assume without loss of generality that these d− 1 vec-
tors are linearly independent. Also assume that h(Rn) is
not in any subspace spanned by d − 1 elements of h(S),
which happens with high probability by Lemma 3. There-
fore, {v1, v2, . . . , vd−1, h(Rn)} forms a linear basis of V .3

Furthermore, since there are at most sen(g, T ) − 1 linear
predicates in C, by the definition of sensitivity, no winning
set A of f can be uniquely determined by the linear predi-
cates in the axioms of C. Thus, we can find a vector b such
that ti(b) = ti(h(Rn)) for all ti ∈ C and g(b) 6= g(h(Rn)).

For a profile R we can write h(R) = k1v1 + k2v2 + · · ·+
kd−1vd−1+kdh(Rn), for rational k1, . . . , kd. Define a new
embedding h′ : R → V by h′(R) = k1v1 + k2v2 + · · ·+
kd−1vd−1+kdb, where b is as above. Due to the uniqueness
of this decomposition, h′ is well-defined.

Now consider the voting rule f ′ that outputs g(h′(R))
on a profile R. First, notice that f and f ′ disagree on
Rn, as f ′(Rn) = g(h′(Rn)) = g(b) 6= f(Rn) by the

3In the case that h(S) spans V ′ ( V , the vectors in h(B)
cannot be linearly independent. But, we can still create a basis for
V that includes a maximal subset of linearly independent vectors
from h(B), h(Rn) and other vectors from V .

choice of b. Second, for each profile R in B, we have
h(R) = h′(R), and therefore f ′(R) = f(R). Third,
for two profiles R1,R2 such that h(R1) = h(R2) we
have h′(R1) = h′(R2), which implies f ′(R1) = f ′(R2).
Fourth, if f ′(R) ◦ f ′(R′) 6= ∅ then f ′(R

⊕
R′) =

g(h′(R)+h′(R′)) = f ′(R)◦f ′(R′). Finally, ti(h(R)) =
0 implies ti(h′(R)) = 0.

The above facts imply that the new rule f ′ satisfies ADD,
EMB, B and C, but that f(Rn) 6= f ′(Rn). Thus, by the
consistency of L and the soundness of propositional logic,
Rn’s outcome cannot be explained assuming Semb without
using INIT axioms outside B or PRED axioms outside C.
Since this holds for anyB and C, every explanation of f(Rn)
assuming Semb must contain at least min(d, sen(g, T )) ax-
iom instances of type INIT and PRED.

Consider a proof of [Rn 7→ f(Rn)] assuming S of length r,
which is formally a sequence ϕ1, . . . , ϕr of formulae. By
assumption, S is asymptotically weaker than Semb. Thus,
for each ϕi in the proof which is an axiom instance of S , we
can replace ϕi by a proof of ϕi assuming Semb. After these
replacements, we have obtained a proof of [Rn 7→ f(Rn)]
assuming Semb; let s be the number of intraprofile axiom
instances (INIT and PRED) in this proof. Because we
have obtained this proof by performing at most r replace-
ments, each time introducing at most c intraprofile axiom
instances, we have s ≤ c · r. From above, we know that
s ≥ min(d, sen(g, T )). Thus, r ≥ 1

c min(d, sen(g, T )).
Hence, any explanation of the outcome f(Rn) using the
axiomatization S requires Ω(min(d, sen(g, T ))) steps.

4.3. Implications for Prominent Voting Rules

In this section, we apply the general bound of Theorem 2 to
several existing axiomatizations of important voting rules.
We start with the axiomatization of the Borda rule that we
used in Theorem 1. There, we showed that the outcome
of the Borda rule at any profile can be explained in O(m2)
steps. We can now show that this is asymptotically tight.

Corollary 1. With high probability, the outcome of the
Borda rule on a random profile Rn requires Ω(m2) steps
to explain assuming the L-axiomatization SBorda.

Proof sketch. Let S(f, h, g, ◦, V, S, T ) be the L- axiomati-
zation of the Borda rule, where V = Q(m

2 ), h(R) = δR

and g(δ) = arg maxa∈A
∑
b∈A δab. Because Borda satis-

fies reinforcement, g admits intersection. We let S be the
set consisting of elementary profiles, of cyclic profiles (as
defined in Section 3), and of cancellation profiles: a cancel-
lation profile is one in which for each pair a, b, there is an
equal number of voters preferring a to b, and preferring b to
a. Note that S is made up of a finite number of elementary
and cyclic profiles, plus an infinite number of cancellation
profiles which are all mapped to the all-zero delta vector by
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h. Hence, S satisfies the condition of being a finite union of
sets whose image under h is contained in a one-dimensional
subspace. Finally, we set T = ∅.

We need to show that this axiomatization is asymptotically
weaker than the axiomatization described in Section 3. Then
Theorem 2 implies the desired result, since the dimension
of V is Θ(m2), and sen(g, T ) = +∞.

Each ELEM, CYCL, and CANC axiom is an INIT axiom.
Each REINF axiom is an ADD axiom. Each MULT ax-
iom can be deduced by repeatedly applying an ADD axiom.
Each REINF-SUB axiom can be inferred by combining
several ADD axioms using propositional reasoning; sim-
ilarly SIMP axioms can be inferred by combining ADD
axioms. The details of the formal deductions are in Ap-
pendix A.2.

Next, we consider the plurality rule. Under this rule, the
winning alternatives are those that are ranked in first position
by the largest number of voters. Sekiguchi (2012) has given
a characterization of this rule (based on an earlier result of
Yeh (2008)), using the axioms anonymity, neutrality, rein-
forcement, faithfulness, and tops-only. Inspecting the proof,
we see that the full neutrality axiom is not needed, and only
the orbit axiom4 (Brandt & Geist, 2016) is required. Faith-
fulness requires that if there is only one voter, then the only
winning alternative is the top choice of that voter. Tops-only
requires that if in two different profiles R1 and R2 defined
on the same voters, each voter ranks the same alternative
as top choice in both profiles, then f(R1) = f(R2). Us-
ing appropriate fomalizations of the axioms, is possible to
translate Sekiguchi’s (2012) proof into an explanation of
the plurality outcome in our propositional language, and the
resulting proofs will be of length O(m). Using Theorem 2,
we can show that this is tight. The proof of the following
corollary can be found in Appendix B. We can strengthen
this lower bound by adding additional axioms, and so we
add the strong axiom of equal support, which says that in a
profile where each alternative has either plurality score 1 or
0, the alternatives with score 1 are elected.

Corollary 2. With high probability, the outcome of the plu-
rality rule on a random profile Rn requires Ω(m) steps
to explain, under the axioms of anonymity, reinforcement,
orbit, faithfulness, equal support and tops-only.

Throughout this paper, we have discussed voting rules
whose input is specified by profiles of rankings. An al-
ternative paradigm is used by approval voting (Brams &
Fishburn, 2007), which allows voters to indicate, for each
alternative, whether they approve or disapprove it. Then,
formally, the input to the voting rule is a profile of subsets

4Informally, the orbit axiom says that if in a profile alternatives
a and b are symmetric (in the sense that swapping their names does
not change the profile) then either both are winners or neither are.

(of approved alternatives), rather than rankings. Approval
voting declares that those alternatives that have been ap-
proved by the highest number of voters are winners. This
rule has been axiomatically characterized among voting
rules with this input format by Fishburn (1978; 1979). He
gives two axiomatizations, both using axioms similar to pre-
vious examples. After redefining the setR of profiles to use
approval ballots, our general lower bound (Theorem 2) can
be proven verbatim, and implies an Ω(m) lower bound for
explanations of approval voting obtained using Fishburn’s
axiomatizations; details are relegated to Appendix C.

Corollary 3. With high probability, the outcome of approval
voting on a random profile Rn of approval ballots requires
Ω(m) steps to explain, under the axioms of anonymity, rein-
forcement, orbit, faithfulness, disjoint equality, cancellation.

5. Discussion
We wrap up with a discussion of the practical implications
of our theoretical results.

First, we wish to emphasize that our main result, Theorem 2,
holds with respect to almost every profile. Focusing on
Borda as an example, this means that the (computationally-
efficient) explanation-generating algorithm given by The-
orem 1 not only constructs the (asymptotically) shortest
possible explanations in the worst case — it constructs the
(asymptotically) shortest possible explanation with respect
to almost every profile. That said, since these results are
asymptotic, there might be some benefit in designing a
search algorithm that computes the absolutely shortest ex-
planation for any given profile. This appears to be a very
difficult computational problem; preliminary experiments
suggest that standard heuristic search or mathematical pro-
gramming techniques cannot be used to directly tackle it.

Second, whether our results should be seen as positive
or negative depends on the application. Most group de-
cisions — such as those made through online services like
Robovote.org— involve only a few alternatives: restau-
rants, movies, vacation spots, best paper awards (from a
shortlist), or even prototypes to develop. In these cases, an
explanation of linear or quadratic length is perfectly reason-
able, so our results should be viewed in a positive light.

By contrast, some settings involve many alternatives. For
example, in the work of Lee et al. (2019) — where the Borda
rule is used to aggregate predicted preferences — the set of
alternatives consists of hundreds of nonprofit organizations
that may receive an incoming food donation. In this case,
an explanation of quadratic length is a nonstarter, although
linear-length explanations (such as those available for plu-
rality and approval) may be viable. The good news is that
Theorem 2 can help identify new axiomatizations that lead
to short explanations, by providing necessary conditions; to
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explain Borda outcomes when there are hundreds of alter-
natives, we must find a new axiomatization that does not
take the form of the axioms in Section 4.1. Our hope is
that these insights will lead to new results in social choice
theory, which could, in turn, be used to design explainable
AI systems that are currently beyond reach.
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A. Details for Borda
A.1. Proof of Theorem 1

It will be useful to define the beta score of an alternative a in
profile R as βR

a = 2ba ·m−m(m−1) where ba is the Borda
score of a. The beta score is a monotonically increasing
linear function of the Borda score. Therefore, selecting the
top alternatives based on beta scores or Borda scores defines
the same voting rule. For any profile R the beta vector βR

maps alternatives to their beta score. Note that βR is a linear
transformation of δR. More precisely, define β̂(δR) as the
following beta vector: β̂(δR)a =

∑
b∈A\{a} δ

R
ab.

We begin by establishing two lemmas that relate the length
of a explanation in a profile R to the length of the explana-
tion in a profile with a similar delta vector. Recall that delta
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vectors are a sufficient statistic to compute Borda outcomes.
Therefore, if two profiles R1 and R2 have identical delta
vectors then they have the same set of winners under Borda.
The following lemma shows that given such profiles R1

and R2, and the set of winners of one of the two, we can
produce a proof of constant length that the other profile has
the same set of winners.

Lemma 4. Let R1 and R2 be two profiles with the same
delta vector. Given that [R1 7→ A], then [R2 7→ A] can
be explained by CANC, REINF and REINF-SUB in O(1)
steps.

Proof. Let R1 be the profile with the same voters as R1, but
reversed preferences. Clearly, for all alternatives a, b ∈ A,
δR1

ab = −δR1

ab . We have the following explanation:

1. [R1 7→ A]

2. [R2

⊕
R1 7→ A] (CANC)

3. (1) ∧ (2)→ [R2

⊕
R1

⊕
R1 7→ A] (REINF)

4. [R2

⊕
R1

⊕
R1 7→ A] (propositional reasoning from

1–3)

5. [R1

⊕
R1 7→ A] (CANC)

6. (4) ∧ (5)→ [R2 7→ A] (REINF-SUB)

7. [R2 7→ A] (propositional reasoning from 4–6)

The next lemma shows a similar fact about sums of profiles.

Lemma 5. Let R, RE and RC be profiles such that
k1δ

R = k2δ
RE

⊕
RC for integers k1, k2, and assume that

[RE 7→ A] and [RC 7→ A]. Then [R 7→ A] can be ex-
plained in O(1) steps.

Proof. The explanation works as follows.

1. [RE 7→ A]

2. [RC 7→ A]

3. (1) ∧ (2)→ [RE

⊕
RC 7→ A] (REINF)

4. [RE

⊕
RC 7→ A] → [k2(RE

⊕
RC) 7→ A]

(MULT)

5. [k2(RE

⊕
RC) 7→ A] (propositional reasoning from

1–4)

6. [k1R 7→ A] (5 and Lemma 4)

7. [k1R 7→ A]→ [R 7→ A] (SIMP)

8. [R 7→ A] (propositional reasoning from 6–7)

where the sixth step contains the constant length explanation
of Lemma 4.

The remainder of the proof focuses on the following task:
given a profile R with A the set of Borda winners, con-
struct and explain two profiles RE and RC such that (1)
k1δ

R = k2δ
RE

⊕
RC , (2) [RE 7→ A], and (3) [RC 7→ A].

Specifically, RE will be a sum of elementary profiles whose
winner sets have a non-empty intersection, and RC will be a
sum of cyclic profiles. Our approach borrows ideas and facts
from the analysis of the algorithm Borda-expl presented by
Cailloux & Endriss (2016).

To construct RE , label the alternatives as a1, a2, . . . , am in
order of decreasing beta scores, so βR

a1 ≥ . . . ≥ β
R
am . Let

RE =

m−1⊕
i=1

Ri,

where

Ri =

{
βR
ai
−βR

ai+1

2 R
{a1,...,ai}
elem if βR

ai − β
R
ai+1

> 0,

RAelem if βR
ai − β

R
ai+1

= 0.

Note that beta scores are always even, so (βR
ai − β

R
ai+1

)/2
is a non-negative integer.
Lemma 6. [RE 7→ A] can be explained in O(m) steps.

Proof. If βR
ai = βR

ai+1
for all i = 1, . . . ,m− 1, then RE is

composed of copies of the profile RAelem. Hence by MULT
and ELEM, we obtain [RE 7→ A], as required, since in this
case A = A.

Otherwise, let k be the smallest index with βR
ak
−βR

ak+1
> 0.

For each i = 1, . . . ,m, an ELEM axiom gives[
R
{a1,...,ai}
elem 7→ {a1, . . . , ai}

]
.

If βR
ai − β

R
ai+1

> 0, by MULT we have[
βR
ai − β

R
ai+1

2
R
{a1,...,ai}
elem 7→ {a1, . . . , ai}

]
.

Note that {a1, . . . , ai} ⊆ {a1, . . . , ai+1} ⊆ A. Therefore
we can inductively apply REINF to combine the first i
terms and the (i + 1)th term in the

⊕
-summation in the

definition of RE .

Thus, the outcome of RE is⋂
i:βR

ai
−βR

ai+1
>0

{a1, . . . , ai} = {a1, . . . , ak}.

By choice of k, the selected outcome {a1, . . . , ak} is the set
of alternatives with the highest beta scores, i.e. the set of
Borda winners A.
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A useful fact, following from the discussion of Young
(1974), is that RE and mR have the same beta scores.
Lemma 7 (Young 1974). For all alternatives a ∈ A,
βRE
a = βmR

a .

It remains to construct RC , and bound the length of its
explanation. Lemma 7 implies that

(
δRE −mδR

)
∈ K(β̂),

where K(β̂) is the kernel space of the linear map β̂ defined
above. Cailloux & Endriss (2016) show that the set of delta
vectors of all cyclic profiles spans K(β̂).
Lemma 8 (Cailloux & Endriss 2016). There exists a set of
m-cycles S, |S| =

(
m−1
2

)
, such that ρ = {δR

S
cyc : S ∈ S}

spans K(β̂).

We now have the machinery in place to prove that the profile
RC has the desired properties.
Lemma 9. There exists a profile RC such that δRC =
k
(
δRE −mδR

)
, for some integer k, and RC is the sum of

cyclic profiles. Furthermore, [RC 7→ A] can be explained
in O(m2) steps.

Proof. By Lemma 8, there exists a basis ρ for K(β̂). Let
δRi be the ith base vector in ρ, with Ri its corresponding
cyclic profile (i ∈ [

(
m−1
2

)
]), where a profile Ri that corre-

sponds to δRi is guaranteed to exist by Lemma 8.5 One can
therefore decompose the target delta vector as

δRE −mδR =
∑

i∈[(m−1
2 )]

ciδ
Ri ,

where the coefficients ci are all rationals (since the delta
vectors are integer vectors). If there is a negative ci in this
decomposition, we can substitute Ri by Ri, the profile
where every voter’s preference is reversed; the delta vector
changes sign and therefore ciδRi = −ciδRi . Thus, without
loss of generality, we can assume that all ci are non-negative.

Next, because all the coefficients are rational, there must be
an integer k such that k · ci is a non-negative integer for all
i ∈ [

(
m−1
2

)
]. Let

RC =
(m−1

2 )⊕
i=1

k · ciRi.

We can see that δRC = k
(
δRE −mδR

)
as desired.

Towards bounding the length of the explanation, since the
profiles Ri are all cyclic, we can use CYCL and MULT
to show [kciRi 7→ A], for i ∈ [

(
m−1
2

)
]. We can then

apply REINF O(m2) times, in any order, to combine these
profiles. We conclude that RC can be explained in O(m2)
steps.

5The proof of Cailloux & Endriss (2016) gives an explicit
construction of ρ, thus we can find the profiles Ri by solving a
linear system.

Theorem 1 now follows directly from Lemmas 5, 6 and 9.

A.2. Proof of Corollary 1

We finish our proof that the L-axiomatization in the proof is
asymptotically weaker than SBorda.

For convenience, in the following proofs we use the deduc-
tion theorem, which can be easily proved for this system:
if we have given a proof of ϕ2 using ϕ1 as an assumption,
then the deduction theorem states that there exists a proof
of (ϕ1 → ϕ2) (see Ben-Ari, 2012, Thm. 3.14).

Let R,R′ be profiles and let A ⊆ A. Consider the REINF-
SUB axiom instance ([R

⊕
R′ 7→ A] ∧ [R′ 7→ A]) →

[R 7→ A]. We show that this axiom instance can be proven
using ADD axioms:

1. [R
⊕

R′ 7→ A] (assumption)

2. [R′ 7→ A] (assumption)

3. For each B ⊆ A where B 6= A:

(a) ([R 7→ B] ∧ [R′ 7→ A]) → [R
⊕

R′ 7→ B]
(ADD)

(b) [R 7→ B] → [R
⊕

R′ 7→ B] (propositional rea-
soning from 2 and (a))

(c) ¬[R
⊕

R′ 7→ A] ∨ ¬[R
⊕

R′ 7→ B] (FUNC)
(d) ¬ [R

⊕
R′ 7→ B] (propositional reasoning from

1 and (c))
(e) ¬[R 7→ B] (propositional reasoning from (b) and

(d))

4.
∨
C∈P∅(A) [R 7→ C] (FUNC)

5. [R 7→ A] (propositional reasoning from 3(e) and 4)

6. ([R
⊕

R′ 7→ A] ∧ [R′ 7→ A]) → [R 7→ A] (deduc-
tion theorem from 1, 2, 5)

Let R be a profile, let k ∈ Z+, and consider the SIMP
axiom instance [kR 7→ A]→ [R 7→ A]. We prove that this
axiom can be proven using the MULT axiom, which is easy
to deduce from ADD.

1. [kR 7→ A] (assumption)

2. For each B ⊆ A where B 6= A:

(a) [R 7→ B]→ [kR 7→ B] (MULT)
(b) ¬[kR 7→ A] ∨ ¬[kR 7→ B] (FUNC)
(c) ¬[kR 7→ B] (propositional reasoning from 1 and

(b))
(d) ¬[R 7→ B] (propositional reasoning from (a) and

(c))
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3.
∨
C∈P∅(A) [R 7→ C] (FUNC)

4. [R 7→ A] (propositional reasoning from 2(d) and 3)

5. [kR 7→ A] → [R 7→ A] (deduction theorem from 1
and 4)

B. Details for Plurality
B.1. An Upper Bound for Plurality

There are multiple ways of rendering Sekiguchi’s (2012)
proof in our formal system, where the details depend on the
exact formal axioms used. Here we give an axiomatization
that leads to particularly simple explanations.

We define a family of base profiles for our axiomatization,
consisting of lollipop profiles RA

lolli, for each non-empty
A ⊆ A, which has |A| voters. Write A = {x1, . . . , xk} and
A \ A = {y1, . . . , ym−k}. The first voter has preferences
x1 � x2 � · · · � xk � y1 � · · · � ym−k, the second
voter has preferences x2 � x3 � · · · � xk � x1 � y1 �
· · · � ym−k, and so on. For example, the profile R

{a,b,c}
lolli

for A = {a, b, c, d, e} has three votes: a � b � c � d � e,
b � c � a � d � e and c � a � b � d � e. Intuitively, in
the profile RA

lolli, the alternatives in A are symmetric under
the cyclic permutation (x1 x2 . . . xk), and are all stronger
than the other alternatives. Thus, a symmetric and efficient
voting rule should select the alternatives in A. Note that in
RA

lolli, the alternatives in A each have plurality score 1, and
other alternatives have plurality score 0.

We now define our axioms.

1. LOLLI: For a lollipop profile RA
lolli, the set of winners

should be A. Formally, ∀k ∈ Z+

[
kRA

lolli 7→ A
]
.

2. TOPS: If the plurality score vectors of two profiles
are same, they should select the same winners. For-
mally, for any profiles R1,R2 with αR1 = αR2 ,
[R1 7→ A]→ [R2 7→ A].

3. REINF: For any two profiles R1 and R2, and any
two subsets of alternatives A1 and A2 with A1 ∩
A2 6= ∅, it holds that ([R1 7→ A1] ∧ [R2 7→ A2]) →
[R1

⊕
R2 7→ A1 ∩A2].

Let us refer to the L-axiomatization consisting of Axioms
1− 3 listed above as SPlu.

Theorem 3. For any profile R with m alternatives, the
outcome of the Plurality rule can be explained in O(m)
steps assuming the L-axiomatization SPlu.

Proof. Suppose, without loss of generality, that αb1 ≤
αb2 ≤ . . . ≤ αbm . Then R can be decomposed into subpro-

files as follows:

R =

m⊕
k=1

Ri,

where Ri is a profile in which alternatives bi, bi+1, . . . , bm
each have plurality score αbi − αbi−1

and the other alterna-
tives have plurality score 0. Write A = {bi, bi+1, . . . , bm}.
Then Ri has the same plurality score vector as the profile
(αbi − αbi−1)RA

lolli. If αbi − αbi−1 > 0, then by TOPS
and LOLLI we have [Ri 7→ {bi, bi+1, . . . , bm}]. By apply-
ing REINF repeatedly, we then obtain [R 7→ fP (R)] in
O(m) steps.

We can obtain other similar axiomatizations and upper
bounds by replacing the LOLLI axiom by other axioms
that imply the LOLLI axiom. For instance, we can use
ORB and

• EFF: for every profile R in which each voter ranks a
higher than b,

∨
A∈P∅(A\{b})[R 7→ A]

which says that a Pareto-dominated alternative should not
be elected. It is easy to check that each axiom instance
of LOLLI can be deduced from ORB and EFF using a
proof with O(m) steps. Since the explanations in the proof
of Theorem 3 contain O(m) instances of LOLLI, we can
thus produce an explanation of the plurality rule in O(m2)
steps. Similarly, we can deduce instances of LOLLI by
using ORB, FAITH, and MULT (the latter as defined in
Section 3), following the arguments in Sekiguchi (2012,
Lemmas 1 and 2); this again takes O(m) steps per instance
of LOLLI, giving an overall explanation length of O(m2).
Applying our framework gives a lower bound of Ω(m) on
the proof length both for the axiomatization based on ef-
ficiency, and for the one based on faithfulness. Thus, it
is conceivable that a different strategy could give shorter
explanations under these axiomatizations.

B.2. Proof of Corollary 2

First we formally define new axioms: orbit, faithfulness,
equal support, and tops-only. The plurality score αR

c of an
alternative c ∈ A in profile R is the number of voters in R
who rank c in top position. For a bijection σ : A → A and a
strict order � ∈ A!, write σ(�) for the strict order obtained
from � by relabeling alternatives according to σ, so that
σ(a)σ(�)σ(b) if and only if a � b. Given a profile R, write
σ(R) for the profile with σ(R)(σ(�)) = R(�) obtained
from R by relabeling alternatives according to σ. Then we
say that a profile R is invariant under σ if R = σ(R).

• ORB: If a profile R is invariant under a bijection σ :
A → A, and σ(i) = j, we have

∨
A∈αi,j

[R 7→ A]

where αi,j ⊆ P∅(A) is the set of outcomes such that
{i, j} ⊆ A or {i, j} ∩A = ∅.
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• FAITH: If a profile R contains only a single voter who
ranks alternative a first, we have [R 7→ {a}].

• EQUAL: Let R be a profile in which αR
a ∈ {0, 1}

for all a ∈ A. Then the alternatives with score 1 are
elected, so we have

[
R 7→ {a ∈ A : αR

a = 1}
]
.

• TOPS: If the plurality score vectors of two profiles
are same, they should select the same winners. For-
mally, for any profiles R1,R2 with αR1 = αR2 ,
[R1 7→ A]→ [R2 7→ A].

Formally speaking, Corollary 2 claims a lower bound for
the axiomatization consisting of REINF, ORB, FAITH,
EQUAL, and TOPS. Note that the axiomatization does not
contain a formal version of anonymity; that axiom is implicit
in our formal setup and the definition ofR.

Proof of Corollary 2. We embed profiles into the linear
space V = Qm, using h which maps a profile R to the
plurality score vector αR = (αR

a )a∈A and g = arg max.
The set S consists of all single-voter profiles and of all pro-
files with αR

a ∈ {0, 1} for each a ∈ A. The set S is finite.
Further, we use predicates T = {tij : tij(v) = vi − vj}.
With these predicates, a PRED instance requires that in
a profile R in which alternatives i and j have the same
plurality score, either both are winners or both are losers.
Now assume that the profile R is invariant under the per-
mutation σ with σ(i) = j. Then we automatically have
αi = αj . Hence, each instance of ORB can be inferred from
an instance of PRED. To calculate the sensitivity sen(g, T )
consider for instance the size of the smallest T ′ ⊆ T that
uniquely identifies the outcome A. Outcome A only occurs
in profiles in which all alternatives have the same plurality
score. Note that t−1ij (0) is the set of vectors v with vi = vj .
A smallest set T ′ such that

⋂
ti∈T ′ g(t−1i (0)) = {A} is

T ′ = {t12, t13, . . . , t1m}. Similarly one can show that at
least m− 1 predicates are required to uniquely determine
any other outcome. It follows that sen(g, T ) = m − 1.
The axiomatization stated in the corollary is asymptotically
weaker than the axiomatization derived from the embedding:
FAITH and EQUAL are implied by INIT, ORB is implied
by PRED, and TOPS is implied by EMB.

Corollary 2 applies to the axiomatization Splu used in Theo-
rem 3, since EQUAL prescribes the output at any lollipop
profile, so any LOLLI axiom instance can be deduced from
EQUAL and REINF. Thus, Splu is asymptotically weaker
than the axiomatization in Corollary 2. Hence, explanations
using Splu require Θ(m) steps.

C. Details for Approval Voting
C.1. Proof of Corollary 3

Let us redefineR to be the set of functions R : P∅(A)→ N
of profiles of approval ballots; the function R specifies how
many voters submit a given set of approved candidates. With
this alternative definition, we can define notions like voting
rules f : R → P∅(A) and our language L exactly as before.
Also, everything in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, and in particular
the main lower bound of Theorem 2, continues to apply
with the new R. For the distribution over R used in the
definition of “with high probability” for Theorem 2, we
can take any distribution D over R as long as h(supp(D))
spans V , for example impartial culture for approval profiles
(which selects each voter’s approval set i.i.d. uniformly at
random).

Now let us define axioms appropriate for the approval-based
setting. Given a profile R, the approval score of an alterna-
tive a is the number of voters who approve a.

1. REINF: For any two profiles R1 and R2, and any
two subsets of alternatives A1 and A2 with A1 ∩
A2 6= ∅, it holds that ([R1 7→ A1] ∧ [R2 7→ A2]) →
[R1

⊕
R2 7→ A1 ∩A2]. (Note that this is identical to

the previous definition for strict orders.)

2. ORB: If a profile R is invariant under a bijection σ :
A → A, and σ(i) = j, we have

∨
A∈αi,j

[R 7→ A]

where αi,j ⊆ P∅(A) is the set of outcomes such that
{i, j} ⊆ A or {i, j} ∩A = ∅.

3. FAITH-AV: If a profile R contains only a single voter
with approval set A, we have [R 7→ A].

4. DE: If a profile R contains exactly two voters, one
with approval set A and one with approval set B where
A ∩B = ∅, we have [R 7→ A ∪B].

5. CANC-AV: If in profile R all alternatives have the
same approval score, then [R 7→ A].

The voting rule Approval Voting (AV) selects the set of alter-
natives with maximum approval score. To prove our lower
bound, similarly to plurality, we embed AV into V = Qm
using h which maps a profile R to the vector of approval
scores, and g = arg max. The set S consists of all single-
voter profiles, all two-voter profiles with disjoint approval
sets, and all profiles in which all alternatives have the same
approval score. Then S satisfies the conditions of Theo-
rem 2, because the first two parts are finite, and the third
part maps to a one-dimensional subspace of V . For the set
of predicates, we again take T = {tij : tij(v) = vi − vj}
with sensitivity m− 1.

The axiomatization with axioms 1–5 above is asymptotically
weaker than the axiomatization from Theorem 2: REINF
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follows from ADD, ORB follows from PRED, and FAITH-
AV, DE, CANC-AV all follow from INIT.

To obtain an upper bound on the length of explanations for
AV, one can follow the proofs by Brandl & Peters (2019).


